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RPS 1 Concept

Package
Package Group

Submission Unit
Reviewable Unit

Aligns to

Regulatory Activity

Dossier

Submission

Application

unique identifier
description
revision
physical location
file name
file type
languages

Documentation (Document File)
Any metadata associated with the
documentation including an associated
electronic file (optional). A message could
refer to a previously sent electronic file
without sending it again in the payload.

CANADA (Boulay): A group of document files used for
assignment, review, etc.
FDA (Gary): Agrees with concept.

The type would indicate whether the group is a table of
contents/context of use descriptor, etc.

A means of grouping documents for assignment,
review, structure (i.e., of electronic files within a larger
whole), descriptive document type (e.g., synopsis,
manufacturing methods) etc., that does not constrain
them based upon packages.

Documentation Target

Documentation is targeted toward
one or many agencies.

Keywords further define the context of the
documentation. For example, a piece of documentation
that describes the manufacturer would have a coded
keyword of "manufacturer" and the name of the
manufacturer in freeform text. (Same as Release 1)

Document Logical Classification

places document in

A group of packages
associated with one or
many Regulatory Activities.
FDA currently defines this
concept as "Reviewable
Unit."
The Package group could
be for assignment, routing,
review, etc.

Document Reference

text explanation

Keyword

specific product name
product code
product code set
product code description

Product

code
value
status

Keyword Definition

A reference to a unit of documentation (either a
referenced document or a specific electronic file.

"Category" and "Subcategory" give two levels of classification to
accomodate attribute discussed as "correpondence type."

contains

type
label
status

Package Group

has

Regulatory Activity Product

FDA (Gary): The "Regulatory
Activity" must accommodate
admin issues such as
change of address. He
recognizes the need to
remove submission/
application connotations.

* Some stakeholders (e.g., Japan) treat each Regulatory
Activity separately and do not have a higher entity (i.e.,
Dossier/Application) to associate them with each other.
* Some stakeholders (e.g., US FDA) group Regulatory
Activities under 1 Dossier (aka Application).
* Some stakeholders (e.g., Heath Canada) need a many to
many relationship to handle regulatory activities that cross
dossier boundaries.

NEW: A Regulatory Activity may be associated with 0:n
Dossiers and vice versa. Relationship changed to handle
regulatory actions to a group of products (e.g., aspirin) that
affects multiple dossiers (in this case company files).

is composed of

Parent relationship defines message threads.

sends

identifier
type
regulatory status

Regulatory Activity

Package has a many to
many relationship with
Regulatory Activity.
Relationship already
accommodated in RPS1.

sponsors/oversees

is the parent of

name
country
language
type

Organization

EU: Senders must be
able to send to multiple
recipients.
role

Regulatory Authority

Sponsor

has

name
address
contact methods
role

Contact

identifier
type
regulatory status

Dossier
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